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Synopsis

An extensive Stokesian dynamics study of the rheological behavior of suspensions of rigid spheres
subjected to an oscillating shear strain is presented. Two types of suspensions are considered:~1!
rigid spheres in a viscous medium, and~2! rigid spheres in a viscoelastic medium. For this latter
system we need to extend the Stokesian dynamics method, which was originally developed by
Brady and Bossis for particles suspended in a viscous medium. The derivation of the necessary
equations for these extended Stokesian dynamics simulations is given. In this derivation we use the
well known correspondence principle and apply it to the set of equations for the hydrodynamic
forces and stresslets that are valid for spheres suspended in a viscous medium. Then, using Fourier
transformation we obtain differential equations for these forces and stresslets in the viscoelastic
case. The contribution of the Brownian motion of the spheres to the bulk stress is found to be
independent of the viscoelastic properties of the suspending medium. As an example of a
viscoelastic medium we have chosen the Maxwell fluid. In our computer simulations we have
calculated both elastic and viscous moduli and compared these results with experimental data. For
the case of spheres suspended in a viscous medium we find that the elastic modulus reaches a
plateau at high frequencies. Finally we present a simple analytical model which accurately
reproduces the hydrodynamic contribution to the viscosity of spheres suspended in a Maxwell
medium. This model is used to interpret the experimental results of Aral and Kaylon@Aral, B. K.
and D. M. Kaylon, J. Rheol.41, 599–620~1977!# that were obtained at Peclet numbers currently
inaccessible to Stokesian dynamics simulations. ©2000 The Society of Rheology.
@S0148-6055~00!00803-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the rheological properties of composite materials is clearly of great
technological importance. In order to obtain an understanding of these properties, a
systematic study is required. The simplest model system in which to study such proper-
ties is a suspension of rigid spheres in a viscous fluid. The observation of van der Werff
et al. ~1989! that this suspension displays viscoelastic behavior has triggered a consider-
able amount of experimental@Woutersenet al. ~1994!; Shikata and Pearson~1994!# and
theoretical work@Brady ~1993!; Verberg et al. ~1997!#. The current status regarding
computer simulations of the rheology of suspensions and/or dispersions in viscous media
is the following. Heyes and Mitchell~1994! have done Brownian dynamics simulations
of spheres interacting through various soft potentials subjected to an oscillating shear
strain. For the frequency dependence of the viscosity they obtained qualitative agreement
with the experiments of van der Werffet al. ~1989!. However, in these simulations the
hydrodynamic interactions between the spheres were only accounted for in an ad hoc
manner. These hydrodynamic interactions are treated correctly in the Stokesian dynamics
simulations done by Phunget al. ~1996! and in the simulations of Ladd~1990!. Both
Phung and Ladd have studied dispersions subjected to simple shear and found quantita-
tive agreement with experiments. Up to now Toivakkaet al. ~1995! have published the
only report about simulations of suspensions subjected to an oscillating shear strain using
an approximative Stokesian dynamics algorithm. However, due to the geometry of their
system, a monolayer of spherical particles between two planar hard walls, it is not
possible to compare their findings to the experimental results of three-dimensional sus-
pensions. Finally, there are some simulations of dispersions of spheres in a viscous
matrix using the lattice Boltzmann technique@Ladd ~1994!# or the dissipative particle
dynamics method@Koelman and Hoogerbrugge~1993!; Boek et al. ~1997!#.

There is a huge amount of experimental data on the rheology of particle filled polymer
melts. However, most of the reports that cover this subject deal with systems which
contain polydisperse particles of irregular shape. Suspensions of well defined rigid
spheres in viscoelastic media are less well studied. A few rheological experiments on
glass beads in a viscoelastic matrix have been reported@Chan and Powell~1984!; Ohl and
Gleissle~1992!; Aral and Kalyon~1997!#. Up to now computer simulations of this type
of system have focused on the dynamics of a single sphere in various types of viscoelas-
tic fluids. These calculations were done mainly with finite element techniques. Recently
Fenget al. ~1996! and Huanget al. ~1998! have extended these techniques to calculate
the sedimentation of many spheres in an Oldroyd-B fluid. In these finite element calcu-
lations the Brownian motion of the spheres is neglected. Another option is the develop-
ment of lattice Boltzmann techniques which are able to model viscoelastic fluids@Giraud
et al. ~1998!#. This scheme has recently been applied to calculate the motion of a New-
tonian drop in a viscoelastic fluid@Wagneret al. ~1999!#. To date this new lattice Bolt-
zmann scheme has not yet been used in simulations of suspensions of spheres.

The first attempt to construct a Stokesian dynamics scheme for spheres in a non-
Newtonian medium was made by Phillips~1996!. Using a perturbation scheme he de-
rived expressions for the hydrodynamic force exerted on the particles by a second order
fluid. As a result, his approach is only valid for fluids for which the relaxation time is
short relative to the time scale of the~slow! fluid flow. Long time memory effects cannot
be studied using this scheme. It is not clear in his paper how he treats the Brownian force
exerted on the particles.

In this article we present a comparative Stokesian dynamics@Brady and Bossis~1988!#
study of two types of suspensions subjected to an oscillating shear strain:~1! rigid
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spheres suspended in a viscous medium, and~2! rigid spheres suspended in a viscoelastic
medium. For the rigid spheres suspended in a viscoelastic medium we derive expressions
for hydrodynamic force as well as for Brownian force using the fluctuation–dissipation
theorem. In this article we will restrict ourselves to overall linear viscoelastic response.
One of the simplest models for such linear viscoelastic behavior is the Maxwell fluid. The
reason why we restrict ourselves to linear viscoelasticity is that all fluids exhibit this
behavior for sufficiently small deformations and deformation rates. This study is to be
considered as a first step of a more challenging study of suspensions in media that exhibit
nonlinear viscoelastic behavior.

This article is organized as follows. First we will give a resume´ of the Stokesian
dynamics simulation technique for spheres in a viscous medium subjected to an oscillat-
ing shear. Then we discuss how the equations governing the motion of the particles and
the calculation of the bulk stress will change when the viscous medium is replaced by a
Maxwell medium. We present simulation results for both types of systems and compare
these results, where possible, with experimental data. We also present an analytic model
for the calculation of the hydrodynamic contribution to the viscosity for spheres in a
Maxwell medium.

II. THEORY

A. The stress tensor

We will be studying a system ofN spheres which are either suspended in a viscous
fluid or in a Maxwell medium. For a viscous fluid the microscopic stress tensors(r ,t) is
given by

s~r ,t ! 5 2p~r ,t !I1s8~r ,t ! 5 2p~r ,t !I12hmD~r ,t !, ~1!

where p(r ,t) represents the local hydrostatic pressure, andhm is the viscosity. For a
Maxwell medium with one relaxation timet this s8(r ,t) obeys the differential equation

t
ds8~r ,t !

dt
1s8~r ,t ! 5 2hmD~r ,t !, ~2!

whered/dt [ ]/]t1v•¹ denotes the material time derivative. In Eqs.~1! and ~2! we
have used the microscopic rate-of-strain tensor, which is defined by

D~r ,t ! 5 1
2$¹v~r ,t !1@¹v~r ,t !#T%, ~3!

wherev„r,t … is the velocity field in the medium.
In order to study the rheology of such a suspension we need to be able to calculate the

macroscopic stress tensor of a configuration of particles. This macroscopic stress tensor
consists of a fluid~medium! contribution and a particle contribution,

T 5 Tm1Tp . ~4!

The medium contribution is given by

Tm~ t ! 5
1

V
E

Vm~ t !
d3rs~r ,t !. ~5!

Here Vm(t) represents the volume occupied by the fluid at timet. For suspensions of
rigid particles it was shown by Batchelor~1970, 1977! that the particle contribution to the
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bulk stress is given by a hydrodynamic contributionTH , which is the sum of all the
stressletsSa of the individual particles, plus a contributionTB due to interparticle inter-
actions and Brownian forces,

Tp [ TH1TB 5
1

V
(
a

N

Sa2
1

V
(
a

N

rafa , ~6!

wherefa is the total force due to the interactions on a single particle located atra . The
stressletSa depends on the local extra stresss8 in the ambient medium,

Sa 5
1

2
E

Aa

d2r S ~r2ra!~s8–n!1~s8–n!~r2ra!2
2

3
I @~r2ra!•s8•n# D , ~7!

because the isotropic pressure does not contribute to the stresslet. The integral in this
equation is over the surfaceAa of the particle atra , n is a normal vector of this surface
pointing into the fluid@Batchelor~1970!#, andI is the unit tensor. In Secs. II B and II C
we will show how the bulk stress, given by Eqs.~4!–~6!, can be obtained in a Stokesian
dynamics simulation.

B. Stokesian dynamics of spheres in a viscous fluid

Here we will recapitulate how Stokesian dynamics simulations of spheres in a viscous
fluid are performed. We will only pay attention to those aspects of the algorithm that need
to be modified in order to be able to simulate the rheology of spheres in a viscoelastic
medium. This will be extended in Sec. III C. For more information about the Stokesian
dynamics~SD! method we refer the reader to the work of Brady and Bossis~1988, 1989!.

We will assume for simplicity that allN spheres in the suspension have the same mass
m and the same radiusa and that their motion is described by the following
3N-dimensional Langevin equation:

m
dv

dt
5 fH1fB , ~8!

wheref H [ (fH,1,fH,2,...,fH,N)T is a vector of the hydrodynamic forces on the particles
with similar definitions for the 3N-dimensional velocity and Brownian force vectorsv
and f B . The hydrodynamic force vectorfH,a(t) on particlea is defined by

fH,a~ t ! 5 E
Aa

d2rs8~r ,t !–n ~9!

because here also there is no contribution from the isotropic pressure. The hydrodynamic
force vectorf H and the stresslet vectorS [ (S1 ,S2 ,...,SN)T, with Sa defined in Eq.~7!,
are linearly related to the particle velocity vector and the rate-of-strain tensor by the so
called grand resistance matrix,

S fH
S D 5 hmSRfv RfD

RSv RSD
D S v`2v

D` D . ~10!

In this expressionRf v is a resistance matrix that describes the coupling between the
hydrodynamic forces acting on the particles and their relative velocities with respect to
the velocityv` of the ambient flow field andRf D is a resistance matrix that describes the
coupling between these forces and the ambient flow field rate-of-strain tensorD`
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[ @D`(r1),...,D`(rN)#T evaluated at the particle positions. The resistance matricesRSv
andRSD are similarly defined. These resistance matrices only depend on the shape of the
particles and their position and orientation in space@Brenner~1964!#. More information
on the resistance matrices can be found in a book by Kim and Karilla~1991!. Although
the four quantitiesRf v , Rf D , RSv , andRSD are refered to as resistance matrices, it is
clear from Eq.~10! that they are not matrices in the strict sense of the word. For instance
RSv transforms a ‘‘supervector’’v`2v whose components are vectorsv`(ra)2va (a
5 1,...,N), into a ‘‘supervector’’S whose components are second-order tensorsSa (a
5 1,...,N). This is the reason why we have not introduced a special notation for ‘‘matrix

multiplication’’ in the above equation and in further equations to come. Therefore, the
particular multiplication that is implied should be clear from the context. Finally, for our
discussion of suspensions of spheres in a viscoelastic medium it is convenient to display
the explicit viscosity (hm) dependence in the grand resistance matrix, as is shown in Eq.
~10!.

The Brownian force vectorf B is a Gaussian white-noise vector process with a corre-
lation matrix that reflects the hydrodynamic interactions between the particles@Tough
et al. ~1987!#. It is defined by

^fB~t!& 5 0,

~11!
^fB~t!fB~t8!& 5 2kBThmRfv~t!d~t2t8!,

whereRf v(t) [ Rf v@r (t)# with r (t) [ @r 1(t),...,r N(t)#T the vector of the particle po-
sitions. In the Stokesian dynamics method this Langevin equation is considered in the
so-called high-friction, or overdamped, limit. In this limit the velocity of each particle
relaxes very fast to a value dictated by thermodynamic equilibrium at temperatureT. This
means that the dynamics of the particles, described by Eq.~8! only involve their positions
and no longer their velocities. This contracted dynamics is again described by a Langevin
equation which follows from Eq.~8! by a subtle elimination procedure@see, for instance,
Sancho, San Miguel, and Du¨rr ~1982!#. The leading order result in the limit of high
friction is given by

fH1kBTRfv¹~Rfv!211fB 5 0. ~12!

With the help of Eq.~10! we can rewrite Eq.~12! as

dr

dt
~t! 5 v`~t!1

kBT

hm
¹@Rfv~t!#

211@Rfv~t!#
21SRfD~t!D`~t!1

1

hm
fB~t!D. ~13!

As a minor technical point we should like to add that this last equation should be
interpreted in the Itoˆ sense@see, for instance, van Kampen~1981!# in order to be consis-
tent and meaningful. In the Stokesian dynamics algorithm Eq.~13! is integrated to first
order in Dt to obtain the particle displacements. ThisDt should be larger than the
Smoluchowski or Brownian time scaletB [ m/(6phma), but should be smaller than the
typical time scale in which the structure of the suspension changes significantly, i.e.,
tD [ a2/D, whereD denotes the self-diffusion coefficient of a particle. This leads to the
condition

tB , Dt , tD . ~14a!

A table of typical values fortB andtD can be found in the work of Na¨gele~1996!. When
the suspension is exposed to an oscillating shear strain in addition, thisDt should be
significantly smaller than a period of the oscillation:
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Dt ! Tosc. ~14b!

To calculate the particle contribution to the macroscopic stress tensorTp , this Tp is split
into a hydrodynamic part and a Brownian part. The hydrodynamic part is given by

Tp,H~ t ! 5 (
a

SH,a~ t ! 5 (
a

$RSv~ t !@v`~ t !2vH~ t !#2RSD~ t !D`~ t !%a , ~15!

wherevH denotes the hydrodynamic velocity which is given by the right-hand side of Eq.
~12! with f B 5 0 and¹Rf v

21 5 0. The Brownian part is of the following form@Bossis
and Brady~1989!; Jongschaap and Mellema~1995!#:

TB~ t ! 5 2
1

V
(
a

@SB,a~ t !1ra~ t !fa~ t !# 5 2kBT(
a

¹@RSv~ t !Rf v
21~ t !#a , ~16!

in which SB,a represents the Brownian contribution to the stresslet associated with par-
ticle a. In the simulations the macroscopic stress tensor is calculated at the end of each
time stepDt. In what follows we will focus on thexy component ofTp . When the
suspension is subjected to an oscillating shear straing 5 g0 sinvt, the componentTp,xy
will also oscillate and can be represented by@see, for instance, Macosko~1994!#

Tp,xy~ t ! 5 g0Gp8~v!sinvt1g0Gp9~v!cosvt, ~17!

whereGp8 represents the particle contribution to the elastic modulus andGp9 the particle
contribution to the viscous modulus. Both quantities can be calculated using@Heyes
~1994!#

Gp8~v! 5
v

g0p
E

0

2p/v
dtTp,xy~ t !sinvt,

~18!

Gp9~v! 5
v

g0p
E

0

2p/v
dtTp,xy~ t !cosvt.

From thisGp8(v) andGp9(v) the real and imaginary components of the particle contri-

bution to the complex viscosity, i.e.,hp(v) [ hp8(v)2 ihp9(v) can be determined by

hp8~v! 5
1

v
Gp9~v!,

~19!

hp9~v! 5
1

v
Gp8~v!.

Finally, by adding the medium viscosityhm to thishp we obtain the total shear viscosity
of the suspension.

C. Stokesian dynamics of spheres in a Maxwell medium

As was mentioned in Sec. I, we will restrict the discussion to the case where the
suspension as a whole displays linear viscoelastic behavior. This is equivalent to a situ-
ation where the radius of the spheresa and their overall typical velocityU are such that
both the Reynolds and Weissenberg numbers are very small, i.e.,

Re[ raU/hm ! 1, We [ tU/a ! 1, ~20!
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wherer is the mass density of the fluid. The first of these conditions implies that the
balance of momentum in the Maxwell medium reduces to that of creeping flow,

¹•s~r ,t ! 5 0, ~21!

while the second condition implies that the elastic response of the medium is assumed to
be small. For a Newtonian fluid Eq.~21! leads to

¹p~r ,t ! 5 2hm¹•D~r ,t !. ~22!

In order to determine how the viscoelasticity of the suspending medium affects the flow
around the particles we study the temporal Fourier transform of Eq.~21! in combination
with the Fourier transform of Eq.~1! and that of Eq.~2!. For spheres in a viscous fluid
this leads to

¹p̃~r ,v! 5 2hm¹•D̃~r ,v!, ~23!

while for spheres in a Maxwell medium we find

¹p̃~r ,v! 5 2hm* ¹–D̃~r ,v!, with hm* 5
hm

11 ivt
, ~24!

where in accordance with Eq.~20!, we have made use of the fact thatd/dt can be
approximated by]/]t. Equations~23! and~24! have the same structure. This implies that
the boundary value problems for viscous and linear viscoelastic fluids have similar solu-
tions. This is known as the ‘‘correspondence principle’’@see, for instance, Christensen
~1971!#. By using this principle one can derive the analog of Eq.~10! for particles
suspended in a linear viscoelastic medium in the following way. For instance, if we

substitute the Fourier transform of Eq.~2!, i.e., s̃8(r ,v) 5 2hm* ¹•D̃(r ,v), into the

Fourier transform of Eq.~9!, the result isf̃H,a(v) 5 2hm* *Aa
d2r D̃(r ,v). From the

correspondence principle it follows that the right-hand side of this result is equal tohm*
times the Fourier transform of the hydrodynamic force on particlea in a viscous fluid

with a unit viscosity. A similar result can be derived forS̃a(r ,v). With the help of Eq.
~10! this then leads to

S f̃H

S̃
D 5 hm*FF S Rf v Rf D

RSv RSD
D S v`2v

D` D G . ~25!

The validity of this relationship, in addition, rests upon the fact that on the time scale of
interest, namely, that fortB 5 m/(6phma) ! t < t, one can neglect particle momen-
tum relaxation and particle inertia~see the Appendix!. This implies that in this regime the
dynamics of the particles is, similar to the viscous case, again described by an over-
damped Langevin equation and that the hydrodynamic interaction between the particles
only depends on their relative positions. Multiplication of Eq.~25! by (11 ivt) followed
by an inverse Fourier transformation back to real time yields

St d

dt
11DS fH

S D 5 hmSRfv RfD

RSv RSD
D S v`2v

D` D . ~26!

In the simulations this equation is numerically solved by time stepping. Equation~26!
plays a central role in the remainder. We will now show how in the high-friction limit
viscoelasticity affects the calculation of the particle displacements. To that end let us first
consider how the Brownian forcef B is to be defined in a Maxwell medium. For a dilute
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suspension of particles in a Maxwell medium, where hydrodynamic interactions between
the particles are absent,f B will be non-Gaussian and satisfies@Kubo et al. ~1991!;
Volkov and Vinogradov~1984!#

^fB~t!& 5 0,

~27!

^fB~t!fB~t8!& 5
kT

t
ze2ut2t8u/tI

in order for the dispersion under quiescent conditions to ultimately attain a proper ther-
modynamic equilibrium state. Equation~27! is a consequence of the fluctuation–
dissipation theorem@Kubo et al. ~1991!#. In Eq. ~27! we have introducedz to represent
the friction of an individual particle. Thus the Brownian force is colored in this case. In
fact f B is a so-called Ornstein–Uhlenbeck stochastic process@see, for instance, van
Kampen~1981!#. Therefore it follows thatf B obeys the following stochastic differential
equation:

t
dfB~t!

dt
1fB~t! 5 AkBTzj~ t !, ~28!

wherej(t) is a Gaussian white noise process with properties of

^j~t!& 5 0,

~29!
^j~t!j~t8!& 5 2d~t2t8!I.

When hydrodynamic interactions cannot be neglected between the particles, a generali-
zation of Eq.~28! reads as follows:

t
dfB~t!

dt
1fB~t! 5 AkBThmg~ t !j~ t !, ~30!

with the 3N33N matrix g(t) such thatRf v(t) [ g(t)g(t)T.
The full dynamics of the suspension is still described by Eq.~8! but now with f H and

f B satisfying Eqs.~26! and ~30!, respectively. By combining the time derivative of Eq.
~8! with Eqs.~26! and ~30! one can derive the following Langevin equation:

mt
da

dt
5 2ma1hm@Rfv~v

`2v!1RfDD`#1AkBThmgj, ~31!

with a [ dv/dt, the vector of the particle accelerations, and off course withv
[ dr/dt. Thus, the full dynamics can be described as taking place in an extended

9N-dimensional phase spaceG 5 @(r ,v,a)T#. This idea was introduced by Volkov and
Leonov ~1996! in their treatment of a single Brownian particle in a Maxwell medium.
The overdamped Langevin equation that describes the dynamics of the system on the
time scale of interesttB ! t < t mentioned earlier can be derived from Eq.~31! by
generalization of the adiabatic elimination procedure which leads from Eq.~8! to Eq.~12!
~see the Appendix!. On this time scale it is possible to eliminate both the accelerationa
and the velocityv in the limit of large friction. The final result turns out to be

dr

dt
~t! 5 v`~t!1

kBT

hm
¹@Rfv~t!#

211@Rfv~t!#
21SRfD~t!D`~t!1AkBT

hm
g~ t !j~ t !D , ~32!
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which is a Langevin equation in configuration space that is identical to Eq.~13!. This
result implies that when particle momentum relaxation and particle inertia can be ‘‘ne-
glected,’’ the trajectories of the particles in a Maxwell fluid with one relaxation time are
statistically indistinguishable from the corresponding trajectories in a viscous fluid. The
particle displacements, as we mentioned before, can be obtained from Eq.~32! by an
integration overDt.

Next we consider the calculation of the particle contribution to the macroscopic stress
tensor. From Eq.~26! it follows that the hydrodynamic contribution to the vector of
stresslets obeys the differential equation,

t
dSH~t!

dt
1SH~t! 5 hm$RSv~t!@v

`~t!2vH~t!#2RSD~ t !D`~ t !%, ~33!

where we have again used the hydrodynamic contribution to the particle velocityvH ,
which is defined in the text following Eq.~15!. The solution of Eq.~33! is given by

SH,a~ tN! 5 e2Dt/tSH,a~ tN21!1
1

t
E

tN21

tN
dt8e2~ tN2t8!/t

3hm$RSv~ t8!@v`~ t8!2vH~ t8!#2RSD~ t8!D`~ t8!%a . ~34!

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~34! contains the long time memory contri-
butions to the hydrodynamic stresslet, while the integral accounts for the changes of the
term $RSv(t)@v`(t)2vH(t)#2RSD(t)D`(t)%a in the short time interval betweentN21
and tN . In the simulations Eq.~34! is evaluated numerically to obtain the stresslets of
each of the individual particles at discrete timestk 5 kDt (k 5 1,2,...,). The hydrody-
namic part of the particle contribution to the bulk stress tensorTp,H(tk) at timetk is then
determined from

Tp,H~ tk! 5 (
a

SH,a~ tk!. ~35!

Since the Brownian motion of the particles in the Maxwell medium is identical with
that in the viscous medium, it follows that the Brownian contribution to the bulk stress
tensorTB(tk) is again given by Eq.~16! evaluated att 5 tk . For evaluation of the
particle contribution to the viscosity we use Eqs.~18! and~19!. The fluid contribution to
the complex viscosity is calculated directly from the temporal Fourier transform of Eqs.
~2! and ~5!, i.e.,

hm8 ~v! 5 1
1

11v2t2 hm~v 5 0!,

~36!

hm9 ~v! 5
vt

11v2t2 hm~v 5 0!.

We end this discussion by noting that in the viscoelastic case the time stepDt should also
fulfill the condition Dt , t in addition to the conditions stated in Eq.~14!.

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

The program that we used for our simulations of suspensions in three dimensions is
basically the program written and described by Phunget al. ~1993 and 1996!. For our
purposes we needed to modify the program so that suspensions subjected to an oscillating
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shear strain could be simulated. In addition we had to implement Eqs.~18! and ~19! to
calculate the dynamic moduli and viscosities.

The hydrodynamic interaction among different particles is calculated in the same
manner as that described in the work of Phunget al. ~1993 and 1996!, and references
therein. In our simulations, in which we have used no repulsive colloidal forces, numeri-
cal errors can cause the particles to overlap. A detailed description how the algorithm
corrects this erroneous overlap can be found in the work of Bossis and Brady~1984!.

The Stokesian dynamics algorithm that is used here involvesO(N3) operations, where
N is the number of spheres@Phunget al. ~1996!#. As a result, only systems with a small
number of particles can be dealt with. In our simulations we have considered systems
consisting of 27 spheres. Details concerning the particle number dependence can be
found in the work of Phunget al. ~1993 and 1996!. In our simulations we have used the
diffusion time tD 5 a2/D to make the times and frequencies in this article dimension-
less. The time step used in the simulations was chosen so that one period of the imposed
oscillating shear consisted of at least 500 time steps. In the simulations this boils down to
0.000 05< Dt < 0.0005, where the smallest values forDt were used in the simulations
of the highest frequencies. The number of time steps in a single simulation varied be-
tween 80 000 and 800 000. Both the low-frequency simulations and the high-frequency
simulations required a large number of time steps. The reason for this is as follows. For
the low-frequency simulations we haveDt , tD , Tosc. In this case we need a large
number of time steps to complete one period of the oscillation. In the high-frequency
regime we have small values forTosc but, because ofDt , Tosc, we need a large
number of steps to reach a time scale that is sufficiently large for equilibration and data
sampling. The maximum strain amplitude was taken to beg0 5 0.02. Test runs have
shown this value ofg0 to be in the linear regime. For each frequency the response of the
system was evaluated in at least seven independent runs. In each run the results obtained
during the first periods of imposed strain were discarded in order to avoid startup artifacts
in the results. In Fig. 1 we show the time dependence ofSaSH,a(t)cosvt for suspensions
in a viscous (t 5 0) and a Maxwell fluid (t 5 0.5) subjected to an oscillating shear
strain. In the absence of Brownian motion it is found that for a suspension with a viscous
matrix SaSH,a(t)cosvt is, to good approximation, proportional to cos2 vt. Incorporation
of Brownian motion causes the amplitude of this quantity to fluctuate in time. For a
suspension with a Maxwell matrix we find thatSaSH,a(t) has undergone a phase shift
due to the viscoelasticity of the medium. On the basis of the results presented in Fig. 1 it
is to be expected that the values for the hydrodynamic contribution toGp(v) will be
influenced by the presence of Brownian motion.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here we present the results obtained by Stokesian dynamics simulations of suspen-
sions subjected to an oscillating shear strain. First we will discuss results concerning
suspensions with a Newtonian matrix. These results complement the results obtained by
Phunget al. ~1993 and 1996!, who have considered suspensions with a viscous matrix
subjected to simple shear. Furthermore, these new results will serve as a reference in our
discussion of the results obtained for spheres in a Maxwell medium, with which we will
conclude Sec. IV.

A. Suspensions of spheres in a viscous medium

Figure 2 illustrates how the viscosity of a suspension subjected to an oscillating shear
strain with v 5 2p depends on the volume fractionf of the spheres. The angular
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frequency used here is made dimensionless withtD . The numerical values for the vis-
cosities and the elastic and viscous moduli presented here in Sec. IV are reduced with
respect tohm . Also shown in Fig. 2 is the sum of the matrix and hydrodynamic contri-
butions to the viscosityhm1hH . It can be seen that at low volume fractions the total
viscosity is given byh8 ' hm1hH . At these volume fractions we find that the relation
of Batchelor and Green~1972!,

h8 5 hm~115
2f15.2f2!, ~37!

is obeyed well. Equation~37! is valid for systems without Brownian motion@Batchelor
and Green~1972!#. At higher volume fractions the contribution to the viscosity due to
Brownian motion increases significantly. At these volume fractions Eq.~37! is no longer
sufficient to describeh8. Since the values forhH obtained here are also relevant for our
discussion of the complex viscosity of suspensions of spheres in Maxwell media, given in
Sec. IV B, it is useful to present our results forhH by the following polynomial fit:

hH 5 hm~ 5
2f15.2f213.01f3147.71f4! ~38!

for volume fractions in the range of 0< f < 0.45. Equation~38! reproduces our Stoke-
sian dynamics results forhH within 1%. In Fig. 3 we compare the predictions of Eq.~38!
to the experimental results forh` 5 hH11 obtained by van der Werffet al. ~1989! and

FIG. 1. Time dependence off (t) 5 SaSH,a(t)cosvt for ~a! particles in a viscous medium with no Brownian
motion, ~b! particles in a viscous medium with Brownian motion, and~c! particles in a Maxwell medium (t
5 0.5) with Brownian motion.
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by Shitaka and Pearson~1994!. It can be seen that good agreement is found between the
simulations and experiments. ThehH value calculated using Eq.~38! for f 5 0.45 is
within 1%, equal to thehH value obtained by interpolating the Peclet number depen-
dence of the steady shear results obtained by Phungat al. ~1993 and 1996!. Finally, it can
be seen in Fig. 3 that the Stokesian dynamics results, as represented by Eq.~38!, are
systematically larger than the theoretical approximation used by Verberget al. ~1997!.

Next we come to a discussion of the viscoelastic properties of rigid spheres in a
viscous medium. A detailed description of the mechanism that gives rise to the viscoelas-

FIG. 2. Sphere volume fraction dependence of the viscosity determined by Stokesian dynamics atv 5 6p; 1:
11hH /hm ; s: 11hH /hm1hB /hm ; dashed line: Batchelor equation.

FIG. 3. Stokesian dynamics value of 11hH /hm ~n and solid line! compared with the experimental results of
van der Werffet al. ~1989! ~1! and Shikata and Pearson~1994! ~L!, and the theoretical prediction of Verberg
et al. ~1997! ~dashed line!.
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ticity of these suspensions can be found in the paper of van der Werffet al. ~1989!. It
should be noted that the mechanism that gives rise to the viscoelasticity of these suspen-
sions is already present in the theory of Batchelor~1977!, as was pointed out by Mellema
et al. ~1987!. In Fig. 4 we show the elastic and viscous moduli calculated using Stokesian
dynamics for a dispersion withf 5 0.45. It can clearly be seen that the viscous modulus
G8 attains a plateau value forv . 8p. A similar plateau forG8 was also reported by
Shikata and Pearson~1994!. In the paper by van der Werffet al. ~1989!, such a plateau
is not reported, although their experiments were done in the frequency range where our
plateau is observed. The experiments of van der Werffet al. have shown that the viscous
and the elastic contributions to the complex viscosity have anv21/2 dependence. In Fig.
5 we show the extent to which our data show this behavior. Forh9 we find good
agreement with the experimental results of van der Werffet al., while for h8 our results
are systematically lower than the experimental values. For smallv we find thath8 is
constant. The experimental data presented by van der Werffet al. suggest a similar
deviation from thev21/2 dependence. This deviation might be related to the possible
existence of a high-frequency plateau forG8.

We have performed some Stokesian dynamics simulations in order to study the ap-
pearance of the plateau ofG8 at volume fractionsf 5 0.4 and 0.48. These calculations
have revealed a frequency dependence ofG8 that is similar to the results presented in
Fig. 4. A comparison of the high-frequency modulusG8̀ obtained by Stokesian dynamics
on the one hand and experimental results@Shikata and Pearson~1994!# and a theoretical
prediction@Lionberger and Russel~1994!# on the other is given in Fig. 6.

One may wonder to what extent we are justified to perform Stokesian dynamics
simulations in the frequency range considered here. The Stokesian dynamics technique is
valid as long as the inertial effects can be neglected@see Eq.~9!#. Schnuret al. ~1997!
have shown that inertial effects can be neglected for frequencies for which the inertial
decay length is much larger than the sphere radius, i.e., 1/G 5 (2G* /rv2)1/2 @ a.
When we plug in our values ofG* , in combination with the data fora, the temperature

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the viscous modulusG9 ~1! and the elastic modulusG8 ~l! obtained by SD
for a suspension of spheres in a viscous medium (f 5 0.45) compared with thev21/2 fits to the experimental
results of van der Werffet al. ~1989! ~solid line: sp23, f 5 0.46; dashed line:ss f1, f 5 0.44!.
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and the viscosity of the medium given by van der Werffet al. ~1989!, we find that this
condition holds in all our simulations. Thus, inertial effects are expected to appear at
considerably higher frequencies.

We conclude Sec. IV A by presenting in Fig. 7 the frequency dependence of the
complex viscosity and its hydrodynamic contribution. We find that the hydrodynamic

FIG. 5. v21/2-dependence of the complex viscosity~1: h8/hm ; l: h9/hm! obtained by SD for a suspension
of spheres in a viscous medium (f 5 0.45) compared with the linear fits to the experimental results of van der
Werff et al. ~1989! ~solid line: sp23, f 5 0.46; dashed-dotted line:s j18 f 5 0.46; dashed line:ss f1, f
5 0.44!.

FIG. 6. High-frequency modulus as a function of the volume fraction;n: experimental data of Shikata and
Pearson~1994! ~reduced using the hydrodynamic radiusaH!; solid line: theoretical prediction of Lionberger and
Russel~1994!; d: results obtained by Stokesian dynamics.
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contribution to the complex viscosity is constant within 2% for all frequencies. The
frequency dependence ofh* ~v! compares well with the fit obtained by van der Werff
et al. ~1989!.

B. Suspensions of spheres in a Maxwell medium

In Fig. 7 we show the frequency dependence of the complex viscosity for a suspension
of spheres in a Maxwell medium characterized by a single relaxation timet 5 0.5. For
comparison we also show in Fig. 8 the frequency dependence of the viscosity of the pure
Maxwell medium itself. It is seen that the addition of spheres to the viscoelastic medium
causes a significant increase ofh8~v! and h9~v!, in comparison to the pure medium
values. This increase of the complex viscosity is also observed experimentally@Chan and
Powell ~1984!; Aral and Kaylon~1997!#. As for suspensions with a viscous matrix, we

FIG. 7. Frequency dependence of the complex viscosity obtained by Stokesian dynamics for a suspension of
spheres in a viscous medium (f 5 0.45); d: hH ; 1: h 5 hm1hH1hB ; solid line: experimental results of
van der Werffet al. ~1989! (ss f1, f 5 0.44). ~a! h8/hm ; ~b! h9/hm .
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find that for concentrated suspensions with a Maxwell matrix the contribution of Brown-
ian motion is significant at low frequencies and that this contribution decreases with
increasing frequency. In contrast to our results for spheres in a viscous medium we find
that the hydrodynamic contribution to the viscosity is no longer independent of the
frequency. The frequency dependencies of the hydrodynamic contributionshH8 (v) and

hH9 (v) seem to be similar to the frequency dependencies found for the pure Maxwell
fluid. In fact it is possible to describe the hydrodynamic contribution to the complex
viscosity quantitatively using the results obtained for spheres in a viscous medium. To
show this we take the Fourier transform of Eq.~33!. The result is

Sa~v! 5 Sa
0~v!

1

11 ivt
, ~39!

FIG. 8. Frequency dependence of the complex viscosity for a suspension of spheres in a Maxwell medium
(f 5 0.45,t 5 0.5); solid line: hm(v); 1: SD results forhm(v)1hH(v); dashed line: Eq.~41!; d:
hm(v)1hH(v)1hB(v). ~a! h8/hm; ~b! h9/hm.
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whereSa
0(v) is a shorthand notation for

Sa
0~v! 5 E dteivthm$RSv~ t !@v`~ t !2vH~ t !#2RSD~ t !D`~ t !%a . ~40!

From Eq.~32! we concluded that the dynamics of the particles are not affected by the
viscoelasticity of the medium. Therefore, when the integrand in Eq.~40! is averaged over
all particles, we expect its value to be equal to the value obtained for a system of spheres
in a viscous medium~at the same volume fractionf!. This implies thatSaSa

0(v) of a

suspension with a Maxwell matrix should be equal to the correspondingSaSa
0(v) of a

suspension with a viscous matrix. In Fig. 6 we have seen that the hydrodynamic contri-
bution to the viscosity for suspensions with a viscous matrix is independent of the fre-
quency. When we apply this result to Eqs.~39! and ~40!, we find for the hydrodynamic
contribution to the complex viscosity of a suspension with a Maxwell matrix,

hH8 ~v! 5
1

11v2t2 hH~t 5 0!,

~41!

hH9 ~v! 5
vt

11v2t2 hH~t 5 0!,

where the value ofhH(t 5 0) can be calculated using Eq.~38!. The low volume fraction
limit of Eq. ~41! @up to orderO~f!# was obtained earlier by Volkov and Vinogradov
~1984! using a different argument. In Fig. 8 it can be seen that Eq.~41! gives a very good
description of the Stokesian dynamics results for the hydrodynamic contribution to the
complex viscosity. We have obtained similar agreement between theory and simulation
results forhH for suspensions of spheres in Maxwell media with more relaxation times.
Apparently the Brownian contributions toSaSa(t), observed in Fig. 1, cancel each other
in the process of averaging over time. Equation~41! can be generalized to include more
relaxation times:

hH8 ~v! 5
hH~t 5 0!

h0,m
(
k

hk

11v2tk
2 ,

~42!

hH9 ~v! 5
hH~t 5 0!

h0,m
(
k

hk

11v2tk
2 ,

with Skhk 5 h0,m.
In the literature two experimental studies have been reported in which reasonably well

defined suspensions of glass spheres in a viscoelastic matrix subjected to an oscillating
shear strain have been studied@Chan and Powell~1984!; Aral and Kaylon~1997!#. The
conditions of these experiments are summarized in Table I. By making the experimental
frequencyṽ comparable to our frequencyv 5 ṽ(a2/D) 5 ṽ(h0,ma3/kBT) we find
that both experiments were done in the frequency range of 107 < v , 331010. Since
a single time step in the Stokesian dynamics simulation should be considerably smaller
than one period of the imposed oscillation@see Eq.~14b!#, simulation of these systems
would require a time step of the order ofO(1029), or even less. This is a factor of 104

smaller than the smallest time step used in the present study. A single run would be a
factor of 104 larger. Therefore it is at present not feasable to study these suspensions at
these frequencies directly in a Stokesian dynamics simulation. For the frequency range
studied in the aforementioned papers it is expected that Brownian motion is negligible
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@Aral and Kaylon~1997!#. In this case it is possible to analyze these experiments with the
help of Eqs.~38! and ~42!. In Fig. 9 we plot the volume fraction dependence ofh8, as
observed by Chan and Powell~1984! and by Aral and Kaylon~1997! at the lowest
frequencies they have considered. In our analysis of the data of Chan and Powell we have
used an average sphere diameter of 31.5mm. The results of Chan and Powell are in fairly
good agreement with Eq.~38!. This is also the case for the data of Aral and Kaylon for
f < 0.2. However, forf > 0.3 we find that the results of Aral and Kaylon deviate
significantly from the theoretical value.

As an example of the application of Eq.~42! to experimental data, we consider the
results of Aral and Kaylon forf < 0.2. We have fitted the data for the viscous and the
elastic moduli of the suspending medium~polydimethylsiloxane!, taken from their paper,
in terms of three Maxwell modes. The results of this fit are given in Table II. In the
caption of Table II we have also given the Brownian time scaletB as an illustration of the
separation between the viscoelastic relaxation timet and tB . The polydimethylsiloxane

TABLE I. Systems studied by Chan and Powell~1984! and by Aral and Kaylon~1997!; the value forh0,m
given for the sample reported by Aral and Kaylon was obtained by fitting a Maxwell model with three
relaxation times to their data~see also Table II!; the frequency shift factor of Aral and Kaylon is taken to be
unity.

Chan and Powell Fluid NBS test sample 1
Temperature 298 K

Sphere diameter 25mm < a < 38mm
h0,f 67.7 Pa s

Frequencies 0.02p rad s21 < ṽ < 20p rad s21

Aral and Kaylon Fluid Polydimethylsiloxane
Temperature 273 K

Sphere diametera 6 mm
h0,f 96.2 Pa s

Frequencies 1.15 rad s21 < ṽ < 917 rad s21

FIG. 9. Volume fraction dependence ofh8/hm(v 5 0) at low frequencies for suspensions of spheres in
viscoelastic media;n, m: data of Aral and Kaylon~1997!; 1: data of Chan and Powell~1984!; solid line: 1
1hH /hm(v 5 0), calculated using Eq.~38!.
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is found to be frequency thinning forv . 108. In Fig. 10 we show the data of Aral and
Kaylon, divided by the prediction of Eq.~42!, using the values ofhk and tk given in
Table II. ForG9 we find good agreement between theory and experiment. The results for
G8 are reproduced well by the theory forv . 108. For smaller frequencies we find that
the theory underestimatesG8. However, at frequencies ofv , 108 the values ofG8 are
roughly an order of magnitude smaller than those ofG9. This may hamper accurate
determination ofG8.

Chan and Powell~1984! used a similar approach to interpret their results; they used
experimental data for spheres in a viscous medium instead of our Eq.~38!. They also
found fair agreement between theory and experiment. Our results support their analysis.
However, our results also show clearly that their analysis ceases to be valid for frequen-
cies at which the Brownian motion of the particles contributes significantly to the bulk
stress. An example of this is presented in Fig. 8.

TABLE II. Fit parameters for the Maxwell modes of the suspending
medium, used in the analysis of the experiments of Aral and Kaylon
~1997!; the Brownian time for this system is given bytB 5 2.3
310211 s.

k
hk

~Pa s!
103t̃k

~s! 1010tk

1 43.3 2.93 5.31
2 21.2 0.386 0.70
3 31.7 20.17 36.57

FIG. 10. Frequency dependence of the ratioG9~experiment!/G9~theory! for f 5 0.1 ~1! andf 5 0.2 ~n!,
and the ratioG8~experiment!/G8~theory! for f 5 0.1 ~d! andf 5 0.2 ~h!; the experimental data for spheres
suspended in a viscoelastic medium are taken from Aral and Kaylon~1997!; the theoretical predictions are
based on Eqs.~42! and ~38! in combination with the values given in Table II.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the correspondence principle we have developed in this article an
extension of the Stokesian dynamics method in order to be able to study the rheology of
systems of spheres suspended in a viscoelastic Maxwell medium. It turns out that the
dynamics of spheres suspended in a Maxwell medium, characterized by one relaxation
time, are identical to those of spheres suspended in a viscous medium. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that, on the time scale of interesttB ! t < t, particle momentum
relaxation and particle inertia can be neglected. As a consequence, the contribution of
Brownian motion to the bulk stress is found to be identical to the corresponding contri-
bution in the viscous case. Our simulation results for suspensions with a viscous matrix
suggest that it is justified to neglect inertial effects for the range of frequencies considered
here.

We have performed Stokesian dynamics simulations for suspensions of spheres in a
viscous medium as well as of spheres in a Maxwell medium. Systems of spheres sus-
pended in a viscous medium were studied for two reasons. The first reason is that up to
now no quantitative comparison was made between available experimental results and
computer simulations of suspensions subjected to an oscillatory strain. Second, we ex-
pected these results to be helpful in the interpretation of results obtained in our simula-
tions of systems of spheres suspended in a Maxwell medium. The most striking result of
our simulations of systems of spheres suspended in a viscous medium is the observation
that the frequency dependence of the elastic modulusG8 attains a plateau value for high
frequencies. Such a plateau was not observed in the experiments of van der Werffet al.
~1989!, whereas the experiments of Shikata and Pearson~1994! did reveal a plateau for
G8. Our simulations of systems of spheres suspended in a Maxwell medium have shown
that it is possible to accurately predict the hydrodynamic contribution to the complex
viscosity on the basis of data for suspension with a viscous matrix in combination with
use of Eqs.~38! and ~39!. We have applied these equations successfully to the experi-
mental data forf 5 0.1 and 0.2 of Aral and Kaylon~1997!. These experiments were
done at frequencies that are inaccessible for Stokesian dynamics simulations.
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APPENDIX

In the Appendix we will indicate how the Langevin equation in configuration space,
Eq. ~32!, i.e.,

dr

dt
~t! 5 v`~t!1

kBT

hm
¹@Rfv~t!#

211@Rfv~t!#
21SRfD~t!D`~t!1AkBT

hm
g~ t !j~ t !D ,

~A1!

can be derived from the Langevin equation in the extended phase~r , v, a! space, Eq.
~31!, i.e.,
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dr

dt
~t! 5 v~t!,

dv

dt
~t! 5 a~t!, ~A2!

t
da

dt
~t! 5 2a~t!1

hm

m
$Rfv@v`~t!2v~t!#1RfD~t!D`~t!%1

AkBThm

m
g~ t !j~ t !,

by a method called adiabatic elimination. This well known technique from nonequilib-
rium statistical mechanics@see, for instance, Haken~1978!# involves elimination of
‘‘fast’’ or irrelevant degrees of freedom from the description of a system on a ‘‘slow’’ or
relevant time scale of interest, resulting in a reduced and simpler description in terms of
the remaining slow degrees of freedom. This contraction of the dynamics rests upon the
idea that on the slow time scale of interest these fast variables have already attained their
equilibrium values.

The generic example of adiabatic elimination is the transition from a description in
terms of the position and momentum of a single Brownian particle to a description which
only involves its position@see, for instance, Gardiner~1985!#. In that case adiabatic
elimination is straightforward and one obtains the correct reduced description in the
high-friction limit, i.e., the Langevin equation for the position of the particle, by simply
setting the time derivative of the momentum~the fast variable! equal to zero in the
phase-space equation of motion. However, one has to realize that this Langevin equation
for the position of the particle is in fact a zeroth-order approximation, valid for infinite
friction. For finite friction there are corrections to this reduced description which account
for the finite relaxation time of the fast variable. The same straightforward procedure can
also be applied to systems consisting of a number of Brownian particles as long as these
particles do not interact hydrodynamically~the free draining case!. When hydrodynamic
interactions are present, one can no longer use the above naive approach@Sancho, San
Miquel and Dürr ~1982!#. Using that approach, for instance, would lead to contracted
dynamics which do not show the proper equilibrium behavior~the correct Boltzmann
distribution for the slow variables! for t → `. The reason for the naive approach break-
ing down in this case can be found in the nonunique interpretation of the resulting
Langevin equation in configuration space after the momenta have been eliminated@Ha-
segawa, Mabuchi, and Baba~1980!#. Instead, one has to use an alternative, rather subtle,
elimination procedure@Sancho, San Miquel, and Du¨rr ~1982!#. In the remainder of this
article this procedure will be used to show how not only the velocities but also the
accelerations of the Brownian particles can be eliminated from the full dynamics de-
scribed by Eq.~A2!. This will then result in the contracted dynamics as given by Eq.
~A1!. In order to simplify the presentation without sacrificing the essence of the method,
we will follow Sancho, San Miquel, and Du¨rr ~1982! by considering the physically
analogous, but mathematically simpler, problem of a one-dimensional Brownian particle
in an inhomogeneous viscoelastic medium. In the higher-dimensional case, i.e., Eq.~A2!,
the same line of reasoning and the same steps need to be taken as in the one-dimensional
problem and so the final result, i.e., Eq.~A1!, can simply be obtained by redoing the
analysis step by step. The approach taken is necessarily more physical than mathematical
in nature because rigorous methods of analysis are not available at present for the kind of
problems we are confronted with here. Consider therefore the following set of equations
of motion describing a one-dimensional Brownian particle immersed in a linear vis-
coelastic inhomogeneous Maxwell medium with one relaxation timet at a temperatureT:

ẋ~t! 5 v~t!, v̇~t! 5 a~t!, ~A3!
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tȧ~t! 5 2a~t!2l@x~t!#v~t!2f@x~t!#1m@x~t!#j~t!,

with j(t) a Gaussian white noise process obeying

^j~t!& [ 0,

~A4!

^j~t!j~t8!& [ 2d~t2t8!.

The inhomogeneous nature of the medium reveals itself through the fact that in addition
to the presence of thef(x) term, which is the analog of the term (hm /m)@Rf vv`(t)
1Rf D(t)D`(t)# in Eq. ~A2!, both the friction coefficientl(x) and the noise strength
m(x) in the equation for the acceleration are position dependent. Both these quantities are
related in the following way by the fluctuation dissipation theorem:

m2~x! 5 kBTl~x!. ~A5!

We will assume that the friction coefficientl(x) is large in the sense that we will take
l(x) [ l01dl(x) with l0 @ 1 and 0< dl(x) ! l0 . Whent 5 0 Eq.~A3! reduces
to the problem that was studied by Sancho, San Miquel, and Du¨rr ~1982!.

It is clear that Eq.~A3! contains two distinct time scales, the Brownian time scale
which is of the order of 1/l0 and the viscoelastic time scalet which is supposed to be
much larger than this Brownian time scale. Because we are interested in the influence of
the viscoelasticity of the medium on the dynamics of the Brownian particle we will
consider Eq.~A3! for times t in the regime in between, i.e., for 1/l0 ! t < t. In this
regime the so-called elasticity number is very large, i.e.,t/tB [ l0t @ 1. Furthermore,
it also follows that in this regime the inverse of the geometric mean of 1/l0 andt is very
large, i.e.,Al0 /t @ 1, a result which we will use below. Thus, after substituting the
second equation of Eq.~A3! into the third one and dividing byt, we end up with

v̈~t!1
1

t
v̇~t!1

l@x~t!#

t
v~t! 5

1

t
$2f@x~t!#1m@x~t!#j~t!%. ~A6!

Adiabatic elimination of both the velocityv(t) and the accelerationa(t) from Eq. ~A3!
in essence comes down to solving this second-order Langevin equation with multiplica-
tive noise, Eq.~A6!, for v(t) [ (dx/dt)(t) in terms ofx(t) andj(t). In general, one can
only solve Langevin equations in a formal sense, say, in the form of a quadrature involv-
ing the noise term. In their analysis of Eq.~A3! for t 5 0, Sancho, San Miquel, and Du¨rr
took such a formal solution as the starting point in the derivation of the correct Langevin
equation forx(t). Unfortunately, due to the time dependence of the friction coefficient, it
is not possible to write a formal solution of Eq.~A6!. However, with

E
t0

t
dsl@x~s!# . l0~t2t0! . l@x~t!#~t2t0!, ~A7!

due to our assumptions concerningl@x(t)#, it follows that an approximate solution of
Eq. ~A6!, after the transients involving the initial velocity and the initial acceleration have
decayed, is given by
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v~t! . 2
1

t
E

2`

t
dsexpS2

t2s

t DSA t

l~x~ t !!
sinFAl@x~ t !#

t
~ t2s!G D f@x~s!#

1
1

t
E

2`

t
dsexpS2

t2s

t DFA t

l@x~ t !#
sinSAl@x~ t !#

t
~ t2s!D Gm@x~s!#j~s!.

~A8!

Taking the lower limit t0 in these integrals to be2` is just a rigorous and formal
procedure to enforce these transients to be absent. Now, a further approximation to Eq.
~A8! can be obtained by noting that the sine function is a rapidly varying function ofs for
large Al@x(t)#/t. Therefore the major contribution to each of the time integrals will
come from its integrand evaluated at the endpoints 5 t. Mathematically, this is equiva-
lent to making use of the following approximation, valid for largeAl@x(t)#/t:

A t

l@x~ t !#
sinSAl@x~ t !#

t
~ t2s!D .

2t

l@x~ t !#
d~ t2s!, ~A9!

which, in fact, is the first term in a formal expansion of the left-hand side in powers of
1/l@x(t)#. This leads to

v~t! 5 2
f@x~t!#

l@x~t!#
1

m@x~t!#

l@x~t!#
j~t!1..., ~A10!

where, on account of Eq.~A5!, it follows that these two contributions tov(t) are,
respectively, of orderl0

21 andl0
21/2. Equation~A10! is not a consistent approximation

of Eq. ~A8! to orderl0
23/2, because there is an additional contribution of orderl0

21

missing in Eq.~A10!. This term can be determined in the following way. First we
integrate Eq.~A10! to obtain

x~s! . x~t!1E
s

t
dt8f@x~t8!#l@x~t8!#2E

s

t
dt8

m@x~t8!#

l@x~t8!#
j~t8!, ~A11!

which allows us to write

m@x~s!# . m@x~t!#1
dm@x~t!#

dx~t!
@x~s!2x~t!#

5 m@x~t!#2
dm@x~t!#

dx~t!
m@x~t!#E

s

t
dt8

j~t8!

l@x~t8!#
1O~l0

21/2!, ~A12!

and similarly,

f@x~s!# 5 f@x~t!#1O~l0
21/2!. ~A13!

If we now substitute these last two results into Eq.~A8! and use Eq.~A9!, we end up with
the following consistent improvement to Eq.~A10!:

v~t! 5 ẋ~t! 5 2
f@x~t!#

l@x~t!#
1

m@x~t!#

l@x~t!#
j~t!2

1

t

dm@x~t!#

dx~t!
m@x~t!#E

2`

t
dsj~s!expS2

t2s

t D
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3FA t

l@x~ t !#
sinSAl@x~ t !#

t
~ t2s!D G E

s

t
dt8

j~ t8!

l@x~ t8!#
1O~l0

23/2!.

~A14!

We did not use Eq.~A9! to simplify the third contribution in this expression because
this essentially Markovian approximation would cause it to vanish altogether. Instead, it
can be simplified by considering the associated Smoluchowski equation for the probabil-
ity density P(x,t) @see, for instance, van Kampen~1981!#. This approximate equation,
due to the non-Markovian nature of Eq.~A14!, can be constructed from the stochastic
Liouville equation or continuity equation in configuration space for the densityr(x,t)
describing an ensemble of points obeying Eq.~A14!, i.e.,

]r~x,t!

]t
5 2

]

]x
@ẋ~t!r~x,t!#. ~A15!

If we average this equation over the white noisej(t), we obtain the following equation
for this probability densityP(x,t) [ ^r(x,t)&:

]P~x,t!

]t
5

]

]x Sf~x!

l~x!
P~x,t!D2 ]

]x Sm~x!

l~x!
^j~t!r~x,t!&D1 ]

]x Hdm~x!

dx
m~x!

1

t
E

2`

t
dsexpS2

t2s

t D
3FA t

l~x!
sinSAl~x!

t
~ t2s!D G E

s

t
dt8

1

l~x!
^j~s!j~ t8!r~x,t !&J . ~A16!

To complete this equation we need to evaluate the white noise averages^j(t)r(x,t)& and
^j(s)j(t8)r(x,t)&. This can be done by invoking the well known Novikov theorem
@Novikov ~1965!#. To the same level of approximation as that used in Eq.~A14! this
leads to

^j~t!r~x,t!& . 2
]

]x
@m~x!l~x!P~x,t!#, ~A17!

and

^j~s!j~t8!r~x,t!& . 2d~s2t8!P~x,t!. ~A18!

By substituting these last two expressions into Eq.~A16! and using Eqs.~A9! and~A5!,
the Smoluchowski equation we are looking for results in

]P~x,t!

]t
5

]

]x Sf~x!

l~x!
P~x,t!D1 ]

]x Fm~x!

l~x!

]

]x Sm~x!

l~x!
P~x,t!DG1 ]

]x S m~x!

l~x!2
dm~x!

dx
P~x,t!D

5
]

]x F 1

l~x!
Sf~x!1kBT

]

]xDP~x,t!G. ~A19!

In the case wheref(x) corresponds to the derivative of some potentialU(x) i.e.,
f(x) 5 U8(x), Eq. ~A19! leads to the correct equilibrium distribution~Boltzmann dis-
tribution! Peq(x) ; exp$2@U(x)/kBT#%. This Smoluchowski equation is stochastically
equivalent to the following Langevin equation in the Itoˆ interpretation@van Kampen
~1981!#:
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dx

dt
5 2

f~x!

l~x!
2

2m~x!

l~x!2
dm~x!

dx
1

m~x!

l~x!
j~t! 5 2

f~x!

l~x!
1kBT

d

dxS 1

l~x!
D1AkBT

l~x!
j~ t !.

~A20!

It is easy to see that this result corresponds to Eq.~A14! in which the term involving
the twoj’s was averaged. Equation~A20! is now the correct reduced description for the
slow variablex when the fast variablesv anda have been eliminated from Eq.~A3!. As
was mentioned before the analysis of the higher-dimensional case proceeds along the
same lines of reasoning: clearly Eq.~A20! has the same structure as Eq.~A1!, in the same
way that Eq.~A3! resembles Eq.~A2!. An analogous result for the case of a single
Brownian particle in a Maxwell fluid was obtained by Volkov and Leonov~1996!.
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